
Project Update: January 2010 
 
1st January 2010,  
The study tour group of 15 students from ERECON (Institute of Environment Rehabilitation 
and Conservation), Tokyo, Japan visited our mangrove terrace. They were very impressed 
with our Mangrove for Rehabilitation and Biodiversity-RSG-Project. ERECON is a non-profit 
international organization that aims to contribute to sustainable use of natural resources in 
Asian countries. Their works also related to the environment rehabilitation, conservation 
and illuminating campaign of environment. 
 

 
 
13th January 2010,  
A group of 50 students from the “Youth Muslim Save the Environment Club” (School 
Outreach Program) participated in RSG-project by visiting our nursery where we are in the 
process of preparation to construct the walkway soon. They learned abut seedling 
production and were enjoyed planting the mangrove at the degraded area in Prapat beach. 
 

 
 
January 20, 2010        
Ruttima has selected the woods in the local store to use for building the walkway at our RSG 
nursery. We are now preparing the inside area of our nursery and will start to construct the 
walkway in early February 2010. It will be the first mini walkway in the nursery on the 
Andaman coast. The visitors will have an experience to learn about our RSG living 
laboratory. 
 



 
 
January 30th, 2010 
The group of 50 local community members, young fisherfolk, traders, and youth of 
Kamphuan village visited the KCLC Mangrove Terrace to learn about the RSG project. After 
getting an explanation they went to the degraded area in Prapat beach to attend the special 
event. Firstly, they were all hand in hand in a circle and peaceful sent their hearty support to 
the people of Haiti. Furthermore, as we know some famous scientists predicted that there 
will be tsunami in this region again in the mid- 2010. Therefore, all of us prayed to God and 
our mother nature kindly save us and our loved ones and help us get away from whatever 
tsunami will happen or not before they replanted the mangrove with joyfulness. 
 

 

 
 
Please find more details in   http://mangrover1.multiply.com/      


